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With Defence Minister Sergei Shoigu.

President of Russia Vladimir Putin: Please, Mr Shoigu.

Defence Minister Sergei Shoigu: Comrade Supreme

Commander-in-Chief,

Starting September 21, the military enlistment offices, together

with the executive authorities of the constituent entities

of the Russian Federation, have been carrying out the partial

mobilisation effort, which involved calling up 300,000 people

and deploying them to military units.

Each of the regions in our country put in a significant effort.

Regional governors as well as other levels of executive

authorities, including municipal and regional bodies provided

invaluable assistance and support.

In the course of the partial mobilisation, more than 1,300

representatives of executive authorities have been called up,

as well as over 27,000 entrepreneurs. As many as 13,000

Russians volunteered to fulfil their duty before any mobilisation

notices were served to them. The average age of mobilised

Russians is 35.

At an early stage, there were problems with various types

of supplies and subsistence for the mobilised. These problems

have been resolved. All those deployed to their units are

provided with the required supplies, uniforms, equipment,

and food at the same standard as professional military

personnel serving under contract.

Particular emphasis is being placed on the proper training

of newly mobilised reservists. At present, 218,000 people are

in combat training as part of crews or units in training centres
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and grounds.

After completing the training, 82,000 reservists were sent

to the area of the special military operation, including more than

41,000 who joined units there. Those who see action will receive

the status of combat veteran and the corresponding package

of social benefits. All recruits called up under the mobilisation

have been deployed today. No more notices are being served.

The target you set – 300,000 people – has been achieved. No

additional objectives are planned. Military enlistment offices will

continue to staff the troops for the special military operation only

by accepting volunteers and candidates planning to join

the service under contract.

This concludes my report.

Vladimir Putin: Ok, thank you very much.

I would like to thank everyone who has taken part in this great

work. You said yourself that there were certain problems

and difficulties in the first stage. This was probably inevitable,

considering that no such event has taken place in our country

for a long time.

But nevertheless, the necessary conclusions need to be drawn.

The whole system of military enlistment offices has to be

upgraded. This work, as you know, directly bears on interaction

with the regional authorities. It has to be built up to a modern

level. I know that the Defence Ministry is taking these steps

in conjunction with the Government of the Russian Federation:

the steps that have been taken and made it possible

to eventually overcome these difficulties and reach

the parameters that were necessary to complete this work.

The most important thing today is to equip, train and coordinate,

and everything else that has to do with making people feel
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confident if they have to take part in direct combat operations.

Please tell me these figures again. As of today, all the people

we have mobilised…

Sergei Shoigu: We have 218,000 at training grounds

undergoing joint combat training.

Vladimir Putin: Right.

Sergei Shoigu: 82,000 people are already in areas where

the special military operation is being conducted. Of these

82,000, 41,000 are operating as part of the military units.

Vladimir Putin: Actually, 41,000 are active in combat units,

and the rest are still being trained, one way or another.

Sergei Shoigu: Yes, Mr President. We are devoting special

attention to this, because we need to send trained and equipped

troops.

Vladimir Putin: Absolutely, this is what we should do.

There is something else I would like to say in this regard. We

have an Armed Forces development plan that is in place and is

being implemented. It is being implemented at a pace

and to the extent that it was planned and agreed to at all levels.

A lot has been done to develop the Strategic Missile Forces

and equip the Ground Forces and other troops with modern

weapons, including long-range and high-precision ones. All this

is in place and has shown itself in combat conditions to the best

advantage. Much has also been done to build the Navy.

Nevertheless, based on the experience of the special military

operation, we need to review and make adjustments

in developing all the components of the Armed Forces, including

the Ground Forces. I ask you to work out the details of that task
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within your Ministry and discuss all the issues at the expert level

so we can prepare and adopt all the necessary decisions within

a short time, so that they are also compatible with the plans

for the development of defence industry enterprises.

Sergei Shoigu: Will do, Mr President.

Vladimir Putin: Let's agree that in December, at the annual

board meeting, after all this work, I'll repeat, including

at the expert level, that you will report on these proposals

and be ready to adopt them.

And in conclusion, I would like to thank all those who have

joined the Armed Forces. I want to thank them for their loyalty

to their duty, for their patriotism, for their steadfast determination

to defend our country, to defend Russia, and that means their

homes, their families, our citizens, our people. I ask you

to convey these words of gratitude to the troops.

Sergei Shoigu: Will do, Mr President.

<…>
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